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What's New in the Wandora?

Wandora was built based on Java and supports all J2ME and J2SE standards. It can process both
JSON and XML format, as well as put your links into it using wikilinks. Flexible tagging system with
an optionset to make the tags directly editable with an editor. Associative content through an
embedded webservice, without any database needs and backlinks included. Social tags added on the
fly from our users. Advanced user management, with a well documented interface and some good
examples to show you how to use it. Highly configurable appearance, with a whole suite of themes.
Support for WM (wandora mobile). Batch generation of HTML5, in order to easily create your own
themes. Goods and useful tools to display your topics and associations. Topic map export formats :
Topic maps, WPR, XTM, LTM, JSON. General topic map tools : Includes a Jmeter / load, a simple and
pure javascript code for semantic analysis. You can put your own software into it, and you will be
able to display the info associated to the topics you want in a very easy way. It is composed of a
database that supports XML, JSON, WM (mobile), and it is an easy and simple tool to extract
information from other databases and publish them in a knowledge base. It is extremely
configurable in order to generate any kind of information, even from databases or third-party
software. Description: Wandora was built based on Java and supports all J2ME and J2SE standards.
It can process both JSON and XML format, as well as put your links into it using wikilinks. Flexible
tagging system with an optionset to make the tags directly editable with an editor. Associative
content through an embedded webservice, without any database needs and backlinks included.
Social tags added on the fly from our users. Advanced user management, with a well documented
interface and some good examples to show you how to use it. Highly configurable appearance, with
a whole suite of themes. Support for WM (wandora mobile). Batch generation of HTML5, in order to
easily create your own themes. Goods and useful tools to display your topics and associations. Topic
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map export formats : Topic maps, WPR, XTM, LTM, JSON. General topic map tools : Includes a
Jmeter / load, a simple and pure javascript code for semantic analysis. You can put your own
software into it, and you will be able to display the info associated to the topics you want in a very
easy way. It is composed of a database that supports XML, JSON, WM (mobile), and it is an easy and
simple tool to extract information from other databases and publish them in a knowledge base. It is
extremely config



System Requirements:

Display Settings: - Display resolution: 1280x800 - Brightness: 40% - Contrast: 60% - Full-screen
Display: No - Gamma: 1.0 - Backlight: On - Sharpness: Normal - Color: No - Style: No (Black and
White) - Aspect: 16:9 Sound Settings: - Speakers: 2 - Audio Playback Mode: Pass-Through What is
Elite Dangerous Frontier?
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